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Aftersales services









Recall campaign



Enter the VIN of your vehicle to check if there are any open Recall Campaigns.


* Mandatory Fields
VIN*
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1MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY

ALL-INCLUSIVE FACTORY-BACKED WARRANTYEvery new Ferrari car comes with a standard three-year* cover, which allows owners to enjoy the driving experience without worrying about the unexpected. The Ferrari Manufacturer’s Warranty assures full cover for all replacement parts and labour, and unlimited mileage cover**. The standard package grants owners peace of mind from the very first day of ownership.


*Four years in the UK.

**Terms and conditions apply. Please refer to the warranty book.














2EXTENDED MANUFACTURER’S WARRANTY

EXTEND YOUR PEACE OF MIND UP UNTIL THE SEVENTH YEAR OF OWNERSHIPThe standard Ferrari three-year* factory-backed, all-inclusive Manufacturer’s Warranty is flanked by an option to extend it up until year seven, or a maximum of 120,000 km, for all new models from 2015 onwards**. 
The Extended Manufacturer’s Warranty programme allows clients to add 12 or 24 months of service cover at a time to the three-year* Standard Manufacturer’s Warranty, offering the same thorough cover, but for a longer period of time. This means that Ferrari clients can enjoy complete peace of mind for a full seven years from the moment they take delivery of their new sports car. 


* Four years in the UK
** Terms and conditions apply for the models covered. Please refer to your dealer














37-YEAR GENUINE MAINTENANCE

GENERAL MAINTENANCEThe scheduled routine maintenance plan offered for the first 7 years of life of all Ferrari cars is called 7-Year Genuine Maintenance. This exclusive service covers an extensive period, serving as proof of the excellent quality of Prancing Horse cars.










More about the service


With 7-Year Genuine Maintenance, all Ferrari owners can feel safe in the knowledge that their precious vehicle is being kept in perfect working order, maintaining the highest levels of efficiency, performance and safety as the years pass. It is the only maintenance package of its kind to be offered by a global manufacturer, and a reflection of Ferrari's unwavering dedication to its customers.
The 7-Year Genuine Maintenance service is specifically linked to each car: indeed, this service "passes on" to the new owner if the car in question is sold. The programme includes: labour, original replacement parts, lubricants, engine oil, brake fluid. The checks are scheduled to take place once a year, and are performed by highly-qualified dealer staff who have been trained at the Ferrari Training Centre in Maranello: nobody knows the unique characteristics of the various Prancing Horse models better than them.


For further information please contact an official Ferrari dealership
















4POWER15

COVER RIGHT UP TO THE 15TH YEARFerrari also offers a separate, complementary programme to the Extended Manufacturer’s Warranty from year three of ownership: called Power15, it covers engine, gearbox, transmission and all other major mechanical and electronic components. 










More about the service


Power15 merges two previous programmes to provide an even greater level of cover for cars right up to year 15. The extension option is available for both new and pre-owned Ferraris and is also transferable to subsequent owners. This makes the Power15 extended warranty the most flexible and comprehensive package of its kind.
In addition, with the purchase of Power15 services, clients will be granted a special complementary service, and Roadside Assistance where available.


















5POWER15 & MAINTENANCE

THE BENEFITS OF THE POWER15 WARRANTY AND THE PEACE OF MIND OF REGULAR MAINTENANCEUnderlining Ferrari’s commitment to quality and client satisfaction, the Power15 & Maintenance programme is designed to combine the benefits of the Power15 warranty and the peace of mind of regular vehicle maintenance.










More about the service


With Power15 & Maintenance the company’s unique 7-year scheduled maintenance programme on all production cars can now be extended from year eight right up to year 15 and, at the same time, incorporates the Power15 warranty programme. The result is a service that provides complete care, ensuring that cars are maintained to the highest standards and protecting their functional integrity for the longest period of any car manufacturer. This combined programme is applicable to all vehicles previously covered by Ferrari’s 7-Year Genuine Maintenance programme and  offers servicing every 20,000 km or once a year, with no mileage limitations. Both Power15 and Power15 & Maintenance can be extended to subsequent owners and can be renewed on an annual basis.

















6FERRARI PREMIUM

NEW MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME FOR TIMELESS DRIVING PLEASUREFerrari Premium is the new maintenance programme designed to keep Ferrari cars in perfect working order, specifically created to preserve driving pleasure and ensure superb levels of performance and quality over the first 20 years of the car’s life.










More about the service


The programme enables the replacement of components that are subject to wear over time, as well as providing members of the programme with a Ferrari Premium Certificate, and the right to facilitated access to Ferrari Classiche certification. This exclusive initiative is developed to safeguard the efficiency, reliability and market value of Ferrari cars.


The service is provided over the course of the years during which the customer is a member of the programme – in accordance with his or her needs and the needs of the car – by highly specialised technicians from the official Ferrari Service Network, using only original Ferrari components, in order to protect these Ferrari models and deliver uncompromising guaranteed quality.


Adherence to the preventive maintenance programme*, respect for the terms and timings of the standard maintenance programme** and the execution of the work provided for by the various product campaigns concerning the car are the conditions that enable the Ferrari Premium Certificate to be issued to the customer.


Owners of the following models can take advantage of the programme: 360 Modena (all versions), 599 GTB Fiorano, F430 (all versions), 612 Scaglietti, 612 Scaglietti Sessanta, 612 One to One, 456 GT / GTA, 456M GT / GTA, 550 Maranello, 550 Barchetta, 575 Maranello, 575 Superamerica, 599 GTO, 599 SA Aperta and Enzo.


Ferrari Premium completes the wide range of official services that Ferrari offers after a customer purchases a car, guaranteeing continuity over the first 20 years of the car’s life and providing facilitated access to Ferrari Classiche certification, thus offering Ferrari car owners a comprehensive and fully-exclusive service.




*The preventive maintenance plan, i.e. fitting the car with a dedicated replacement parts package relating to the main functional vehicle assemblies.


**The routine maintenance plan, which consists of the execution of the services stipulated under the maintenance plan described in the Commercial Warranty Booklet.


















7FERRARI CLASSICHE

FERRARI’S CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY FOR CARS OVER 20 YEARS OLDAfter Ferrari Premium comes Ferrari Classiche and the possibility of obtaining a Certificate of Authenticity, specifically designed for road cars over 20 years old. Not only does it highlight and protect the historic heritage of Ferrari’s cars, increasing their prestige and value on the market, but it also gives owners access to exclusive official events.










More about the service


Ferrari Classiche certification is designed to establish a vehicle’s authenticity through a thorough and highly accurate technical examination of its mechanical components. It represents the ultimate proof of the car’s originality and provenance. Any parts that do not perfectly correspond to the originals are replaced with brand new genuine Ferrari spare parts, breathing fresh life into historic cars and restoring them to their original condition.
 
The Ferrari Classiche archives in Maranello are unique in the automotive world. Here, the technical records of every Ferrari produced since 1947 are stored, allowing our experts to establish a vehicle’s authenticity unequivocally. 

Along with the Certificate of Authenticity, you will also receive the Classiche workshop’s maintenance manual, containing a precise record of the perfect state of your Ferrari’s mechanics and bodywork, and of the vehicle’s conformity to the information contained in the Certificate of Authenticity. These parameters are reassessed over time through careful annual checks.




FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CLICK HERE
















8LAFERRARI POWER

NEW SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE AND EXTENDED FACTORY WARRANTY FOR LAFERRARI AND LAFERRARI APERTAAs well as having significantly extended after-sales cover for all its series-production sports cars, Ferrari has also introduced an extended warranty on its limited-edition supercars, the 2013 LaFerrari and 2016 LaFerrari Aperta.










More about the service


LaFerrari Power provides an additional two-year cover that can be activated at any official Ferrari dealership and extends the car’s comprehensive factory warranty which covers, amongst other things, the HY-KERS hybrid system and high-voltage battery. It marks the first time that Ferrari has offered clients an extended warranty of this kind for one of its limited-edition models, a testament to the quality and reliability of its cars. LaFerrari Power also includes annual scheduled maintenance during which the car will undergo in-depth inspection by Maranello-trained technicians to guarantee that it is in perfect working order.

















9MONZA SP1/SP2 POWER

A NEW, EXCLUSIVE AND COMPLETE SERVICE PACKAGE, DEDICATED TO MONZA SP1 AND SP2 ICONA MODELSCombining routine scheduled maintenance and comprehensive repair service
cover in a single solution, Monza SP1/SP2 Power enables owners to keep driving their Icona model with maximum peace of mind. Maintain your treasured investment with the pinnacle of Ferrari’s aftersales programmes.










More about the service


Monza SP1/SP2 Power offers:

	A guarantee of the correct functionality of your vehicle. Warranty cover relates to the whole car, with exclusion of defects resulting from normal wear and tear (equivalent to the original manufacturer’s warranty).


ACTIVATION

	Service entry: a check on all information and codes related to your vehicle.
	Vehicle history: a check on your warranty booklet, consistency of coupons registered on the dashboard, consistency of the mileage, wear of CCM brake discs, special notes.
	Timing: the service can be activated up to the 8th anniversary of the vehicle.
	Scheduled maintenance: Check that everything indicated in the Warranty Booklet has been performed correctly. If necessary, we will perform any missing maintenance.
	Technical check: Before the service can be activated, the vehicle must pass a dedicated technical inspection and meet the parameters listed in the specific model check list.
	Customer contract: We will print and explain the contract before signature.
	Request approval: Ferrari reserves the right to verify the technical eligibility of the vehicle.
	Renewal: The service can be renewed after expiration of the cover for a further 2 years.


DURATION

Benefit from continuing peace of mind after the end of the standard manufacturer’s warranty. The pack can be extended until the 8th year of the vehicle’s life.


















10ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM OF ROAD ASSISTANCE AND RECOVERYRoadside Assistance is an allround programme, planned to guarantee peace of mind for Ferrari clients. The advantages of the programme are available for the entire period of the warranty for new cars from Maranello as well as for the cars with extended warranty.


For further information please contact an official Ferrari dealership












11CARS' END-OF-LIFE REDEMPTION

CARS’ END-OF-LIFE REDEMPTIONFerrari has always been committed to reducing the environmental impact at every stage of the life cycle of our vehicles. Through this commitment it has developed a global policy for the protection of and respect for the environment through constant improvements in the production process and the creation of products of increasing Eco-compatibility.


For further information please contact an official Ferrari dealership












12Regulatory information

REGULATORY INFORMATIONThis section contains regulatory information for radio frequency (RF) devices, if equipped,in the vehicle.


Download
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